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About This Game

Kink: A twist, curl, curve or bend in something that is otherwise straight. Use your drawing skills to trace over looped curves
created by the game, and avoid the black spot or you will get kinked. Score points while you trace correctly, and complete each
curve while increasing the level of challenge. Compare your score on baKno’s Top Players list. Kink generates random looped
curves for you to trace over. You can start tracing from any portion of the curve. A black spot appears at the opposite portion

and starts to follow the curve in the same direction you took. Avoid touching this dot or you will get kinked. If traced correctly a
new curve is created with an increased level of difficulty.
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Title: Kink
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
baKno Games
Publisher:
baKno Games
Release Date: 30 Aug, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Processor: Intel Single Core

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 2004 GPU

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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I decided to buy this game based on the trailer. it looked pretty interesting an had a paranormal activity feel to it but once i
started to play i was just shocked.
to start, i had no option to check what the controls were. had to spend 5 minutes just learning what did what and then after
walking round a giant house with endless rooms i finally died by something and it crashed at the same place 3 times.
great graphics and but the game play and sheer idea is just appauling, STAY AWAY FROM THIS GAME. hopefully the
designer finds a better designer for the game play. REFUNDED. https:\/\/youtu.be\/Ipvz-9FOVrU

Lets start with the pro's - the game certainly lives up to its title of Antihorror. In fact this game is a joke. And no, I'm not being
nasty here - its an attempt at a 'humerous paradoy' of the horror game genre.

Sadly between the ugly unity assets, the lack of english audio, and the fact the game is dark as night, the joke wears thin very
fast. The game just lacks the self awarness needed to pull this sort of parady off, and the 'jokes' are very much toilet humour
level.

So anyway, these two unity developers walk into a building - you think one of them would have seen it.... Fun and fresh game.
Neat graphics and game mechanics. Had some weird moving-stucking-problems with keyboard time to time, but need to test
with gamepad next. Overall suprisingly fun game and keep on going guys! ps. Camera controls would be nice ;). If there was an
option to write a neutral review, I would do just that. Since I don’t have this option, I’m going to write a positive review just
because I feel like the game is a pretty decent buy on sale with a big discount although the full price is absurd.

The game is short and can be completed in under 4 hours (including all achievements). You get to drive some classic cars from
1932 to 1962. There simply aren’t many racing games where you can find cars from this period of time. In addition to that, both
visuals and performance of the cars can be customized. Rims were the only thing I couldn’t find a way to change. The
achievements make everything a little bit more interesting. The handling of the cars is quite strange. You never feel fully
confident because the car can start to slide at any given moment. However, the drifting can be fun.

There are some irritating things such as illogically placed invisible walls or AI opponents who can pass through traffic cars like
ghosts. Soundtrack contains only 1 song. You can set music volume to 0 but it will still play in the menu after you finish a race.
You expect to hear some roaring V8 engines but what you actually get is more like economy 1.2L engine sounds. Also, all cars
have the same interior (seats, steering wheel, dashboard and color).

All in all, the game is definitely playable and can be enjoyed despite some irritating bugs.. I started playing Rogue Fable 2 on
K*ngregate, and have been eagerly awaiting 3 and a Steam release. This game is classic Roguelike, down to the names, and is
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thoroughly enjoyable in it's simplicity. The addition of races and new equipment from the free version makes it worth the ~$5
paif for it. If you're a fan of the genre, you won't be disappointed.. HILLARY FOR PRISON 2017. Pretty difficult game, in my
point of view it's a game with good gameplay and hype.
I will absolutely look forward for the next project, i suggest this game for y'all retro'-pixel-game lovers
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Very good game. Downloaded and expected a top class model. Instead, I got a badly modified rendition of the IHH model that
left me seriously dissapointed. It comes with Two variants, a single chimney and Double chimney, along with two tender
variants, BR1A and BR1G. Yet there is no sign of an Evening Star version or a Crosti boilered version, two of the most well
known types of 9f. Harumph.

The Sounds are absolutely atrocious. They are the basic european assest sounds for steam locos, so the same as the black five
that comes with the base version and still sound awful, as they always have. It completely ruins any feeling of immersion and
therefore ruins the loco, so dont buy this expecting amazing sound quality as it is pants.

Internally, the cab has been brought up to scratch with brand new textures and a few simple changes to some of the fittings.

Externally, the model textures have been updated and in fairness look pretty decent, well weathered to a realistic degree. But
two things let it down, one being that you can no longer switch headlamps around to suit the train you are hauling, and the other
being that the running gear and wheels are not quarterised. Basically, the valve gear is mirrored and not slightly offset the same
as the real locomotive would be, which completley ruins the exterior view for me personally. Every other steam locomotive in
train simulator has it offset, so as to why DTG decided to change it I have no idea.

Performance wise this loco is very mediocre. It has amazing pulling power at low speeds, and will keep good steam up doing it.
But as soon as you start getting up to higher speeds of about 40-50mph, pressure seems to drop drastically along with the pulling
power, so if you try to keep going you will more than likely drop to a crawl and then stop. Very annoying indeed.

In summary, it feels like DTG put no effort to change the flaws that were evident with the original IHH, and instead put
minimum effort into a 'that'll do approach'. The sounds are awful, the external features are okay with the animations and lack of
offsetting leading me to giving a resounding meh in this department. Internally the Cab view is pretty nice, but nothing special.
And the Performance is rather disappointing for a loco famous for fast heavy freght trains and speeds of up to 90 mph. The lack
of an Evening Star version and a Crosti boiler version makes me suspicious that they will be a seperate marketplace add-on of
\u00a32 each, even though IHH offered both.

Would I recommend this? If youre after a polished, top quality freight engine of the 1950s and 60s, No. Definately not. Unless
DTG updates the rather glaring issues with it, which is unlikely. Either get this in a very reduced sale or get yourself the
Robinson 04, a freight engine half the price and at least 10x better in almost every respect.
. This Game Is Fun But only for a few games.Then it gets very repetive but it is very fun for the little time its non repetitive.I
think this used to be on kongregate but im not sure either way its a fun game.would be cool to see a big youtuber play it.But
anyway hope you update it a little more.

EDIT: when i bought the brown building for 5000 (the top one) the game went to a black screen.And i I sat there and waited a
good 2 min and it was still a black screen so i dont know if it was just a one time problem but this makes me a little upset.And i
was doing really good. My favorite colour is pink. My favorite animal are pinguins. And try to guess what i should do in this
game. I have to collect PINK PINGUINS! It's a masterpiece.. Puzzle Galaxies is a fun little puzzle game. If you like puzzle
games buy it!. steam video streamer is garbage. fully loaded, skipes every second.. lolz don't Stop moving (loading). IMHO this
would make a better cell phone game than PC game. I was expecting to punching in command lines like other mock
programming games on Steam. INstead, it is more like "get blue dots across the screen".
I beat the game in about 15 hours, which I feel is a tad short for 10 bucks. However, the developer has promised future levels..
This is quite literally the best game i have ever played in my life. i ♥♥♥♥ing ♥♥♥♥ed that spo0ok up beyond repair. he will
think twice before spooking me. also the english was poetic and 100% grammatically correct. i wish i could play this game for
the rest of my life.
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